
Tech-Rescue MAXI - Information 

 

Safe - Quick – Easy 

Dry-Out Wet Technology Fast 

 

This kit removes moisture from electronic devices, quickly and safely by following some very 

simple but effective instructions. It acts as an emergency recovery kit for mobile phones, 

tablets, cameras, MP3 players and any other electronic or battery operated device. 

 

If you’ve dropped your device into water follow a few simple instructions and this kit will 

draw-out the moisture. Removing the power source and moisture quickly may save your 

device and your data. If dropped into solution other than water wash the device in clean water. 

 

Full instructions are inside on the recovery bag – follow them carefully. 

Warning: Keep out the reach of children. DO NOT eat material contained within this pack. 

If ingested seek medical advice immediately. 

 

Disclaimer: This product has been rigorously tested and has shown to successfully restore 

electronic devices that have been subjected to water and humidity damage. Due to the 

diversity of circumstance, no guarantee of recovery from damage can be offered. By opening 

this pack you will be deemed to have accepted this disclaimer.  



Tech-Rescue – User's instruction 

We hope you manage to recover your device. 

 

1. Switch OFF 

2. DO NOT push any buttons on your device. 

3. If there is a battery or SIM card in the device remove it, leave cover off. 

4. With Smartphones where removing the back is difficult, the following instructions may still 

be carried out with the phone intact. IMPORTANT: If the device has been subject to liquids 

other than clear water, such as beverages, salt water, swimming pools or any other 

contaminated liquid, rinse the parts THOROUGHLY in CLEAN water before proceeding. 

Use a bowl or slow running tap rather than excessive flow. 

5. Dab dry any visible water on the device using a paper towel or similar removing visible 

liquid. 

6. Cut or tear the top off the recovery bag and open the gripped area. 

7. Place your device inside the recovery bag along with your battery, SIM or any other 

components. The drying agent pouches are already inside – do not remove. Reseal the bag 

tightly. 

8. Be patient: remaining moisture will be drawn out by the drying agent over time. We 

recommend leaving the device sealed in the bag for 48 hours. If it is a large device 72 hours 

should be given. If you are recovering a device which you’re unable to dismantle, we 

recommend a further 12 hours. 

9. After the given time, replace your power supply and power up the device. On recovering 

data back up immediately. NOTE: Re-powering before completely dry may cause damage. 

10. Some device may have occurred damage other than moisture and therefore will not be 

restored. 


